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Characters Snow Falling on Cedars explores the notions of love and loss as they relate to racism, responsibility, David
Guterson And, in many ways, this difference epitomizes the tension between the Japanese and Caucasian islanders.

Through extended flashbacks, the reader learns that Ishmael had fallen in love with Hatsue when the two
attended high school together right before the war. It was not even a thing you could explain to anybody, why
it was that everything was folly. For the most part, characters neither take nor accept responsibility for their
thoughts and actions, and thus the war becomes the scapegoat. Shigemura's tutelage, Hatsue is told "that white
men carried in their hearts a secret lust for pure young Japanese girls. Most of the islanders continue the
wartime prejudices and grudges. She realizes, suddenly, that she does not want to be with him and has never
wanted it. Both sides distrust one another; both sides use wartime events as a basis for the distrust; and both
sides really have no desire to find a happy medium. The night before the end of the trial, Ishmael makes a
discovery. He could not accept the fact that Hatsue would never be with him. As an adolescent in the summer
of his life, Ishmael believes that "from his point of view, at fourteen years old, their love was entirely
unavoidable. The texts also display the relationships that have become dysfunctional after significant events,
detailing the long term effects on the characters through dialogue. He felt certain of this. In time, these
isseiâ€”first-generation Japaneseâ€”started families. When talking with his wife about selling the seven acres
to Kabuo, Susan Marie expresses concern over how Etta would feel about that. Chapter 20 Love 6: Susan
Marie thinks about Carl constantly now that he is gone from her life. Paradoxically, she comes to an
understanding that in every loss there is a gain and in every gain there is a loss. That choice implies a paradox.
Closure is impossible, because every individual who encounters these difficulties in life is facing a personal
trial â€” a trial whose outcome is in his own control. Despite the bitterness he feels as Hatsue's rejected lover,
Ishmael comes forward with the new information. About this Author David Guterson was born in Seattle in 
Carl was very private, and Susan Marie had a difficult time reading him â€” "He did not like to explain or
elaborate, and there was a part of him she couldn't get to. A quiet nature is seen as the sign of "the good man.
Japanese-born islanders would agree with Heine and many other Caucasians on the island. He thinks she feels
the same way about him, but this is unclear to the reader. He uses his newspaper to show the Japanese in a
positive light, telling Ishmael, "'Not every fact is just a fact. During both the war and the trial, some
townspeople take a stand against racism and injustice. Hatsue starts dating Kabuo in late summer, which is
just about the time that Ishmael is going through basic training. Carl Heine, Sr. Hatsue was the second to think
she fell in love. Many women were "picture brides," who came to join husbands they knew only through
photographs and letters and whom they had "married" by proxy in ceremonies in their native villages. Chapter
8 Love 3: Fourteen year old Ishmael is in love with Hatsue in the desperate way of a young teenager, but he
seems to know that he will never outgrow this type of love for her. Finding blood on the butt end of Kabuo's
fishing gaff, the sheriff arrested him. Although they each become physically engaged, it is Ishmael and Jane
who become. Kabuo's wife, Hatsue, shares a past with the island's only reporter, Ishmael Chambers. Once
either one became mature enough to realize this, their relationship was doomed. The whole town comes in a
sort of unspoken truce and "the Volunteer Fire Department played a softball game against the Japanese
Community Center Team. Where else in this novel do different characters perceive the same events in
radically different waysâ€”and with what consequences? Racism is a persistent theme in this novel. Ishmael
lost the love of his life, his faith in God, and his arm. It beautifies as it destroys; it covers as it cleanses.
Typically, the nisei grew up thinking of themselves as Americans, yet were reminded of their difference every
time they encountered the taunts and ostracism of their white neighbors. Arthur teaches Ishmael a great lesson
when he continues a loosely concealed pro-Japanese stance at considerable cost to his newspaper. He holds on
to Hatsue because of his feelings for her, even after he gains the knowledge that it is extremely improbable
that he could ever be with her. Instead of accepting the fact that she was happy with Kabuo, he held
resentment for their marriage and had he had weaker morals would have done anything to take them apart.


